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The Weaver 8-power K8 and 10-power K10 were
designed for the kindQ of shooting that redqUires
eXtreme accuracy 一 for long range varminht shoot-
ing,competitive target shooting,krest ahd test
shooting. Constructed of lightweight steel-tube, they
are as sturdy as any huntihg scope; yet, nho sacritce
has been made in pin-point aiming accuracy:.。 Eye-
relilef is long and safe. Reticle is always centered
in the held of view. Micrometer click windage and
elevation adjustments are internal,exact,and de-
pendable. The objective lens is adjustable to give ahn
unusually Rne focus, free of parallax, at any rahnge
from 50 feet to 1000 yards.
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The K8 and K10 have two features usually found
only in high-priced target scopes - Imicrometer
click adjustments and a large,adjustable objective
lens. Heavy recoil of high-caliber magnums and
rough hunting treatment will not affect their ac-
curacy. Clean,compact desigh and fne pkrecision
adapts the K8 and K10 to a variety of shooting
uses 一 long-range varmiht,100 yard small-bore
target,or 1000 yard big-borematch shooting. Both
feature hermetically-sealed lenses, Neoprene O-ring
sealing at all threaded joints, and nitrogen proCeSss-
ing to insure dependable,weather-proof perform-
ance o0n fnme range or ine eld,
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The fxed-reticle with interha1l adjustmenhtS5,a
Weaver development,keeps the reticle Constant1y
centered in the feld

-of of the
amount of adjustment made in windage and eleva-
tion. This feature makes aliming comfortable,fast,
and easy. Before this Weaver innhovation,the
shooter had two cholces: an awkward off-center
reticle in a scope with internal adjustments; Or,a
fxed reticle ihn a scope with expehns1ive double-
adjusting mounts.。 The _Weaver-Patented Fixed-
Reticle,standard in both KS8 and K10,eliminates
both problems and gives a natural sight picture,
permits the use of any rigid hunting-type mount,
and pkrovides more than adequate adjustmehnt to
compensate for any misalighment QGue to 0作-Ccenhter
mounting holes, out-of-line _barrels, o0r eXCessive
changes in windage and elevation. The Seal-LoOck
Turret and caps exclude dirt and moisture from the
system and prevent tampering with adjustments.
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The illustration shows the
Seal - Lock 工urret 【with
protective cap remo0vVveQ
from the windage SCrewW.
Each click will change
sight adjustment 坛“ at
100 yards. If the bullet
group has formed, say, 1“
Ilow and 1 块 “1left at 100

yards, 4 clicks up and 5 clicks right will put the
group in the center of the bull Dials can be set at
zero after sighting-in. Readings can be takeh for
different ranges,loads,or rifes. Dependabllity and
accuracy of adjustments are guarahteed.
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All K8 and K10 lenses are precision-ground and
hard-coated by Weaver craftsmen.。 The nine ele-
ments in the lens system are exceptionally large
and fully corrected. Target image ls bright and
clear with needle-sharp definition to the edges of the
feld,Under normal conditions of light and mirage,
.22 caliber bullet holes can be spotted at 100 yards.
BEXxcellent light-gathering ability (quality) 8g8uarah-
tees accurate shots in dim light of dusk and dawhn.
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The rear ring is graduated for ranges of 50 feet to
1000 yards; the front ring locks the adjustment.
Lens movement is straight-line,non-rotatihg,and

wil not change the point
古 inapact、。 or huuntimg,
the adjustment is set at
some intermediate range
so that the scope is al-
ways in focus for all praC-
tical distances. For target
shooting or shooting at a
defnite distance,the fo-
CUS is set 【at the eXact
range (target rfanhge) .



@ Weaver-Patented Fixed-Reticle with internal

adjustments

史 CGuaranteed accurate 场 -minute click windage

and elevation adjustments

@ Objective lens focusing scale from 50 feet to

1000 yards

@ Long,safe eye-relief

@ Precision-ground,hard-coated lens system

吴 Lightweight, one-piece, steel-tube construction

仁 FKine fnish and permanent gun-blueing

界 American craftsmanship throughout

自 Internal adjustments permit solid, rigid mount-

ing with any hunting-type mount

@ Choice of 8- or 10-power
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go伟一K8,8-powWer ….-.K10, 10-power
FKield of view, 江02
口朱he 一taetaas1
Eyepiece Diameteh, inches-1.445
Kront End Diameten, inches-李
e “a。3-5
,as余林10,15 7/16
lece 。c14
弓n 0 心仁staefs林“ lie
50万Adjustable to User「s Vision
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The crosshair reticle,1left, is standard 0n K8 and
K10, and is preferred by most experienced riHemenhn.
Dot (center) and Range-FKihnder (right) are available
at eXtra COost.
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Weaver-Detachable
Side MoOunt,$9.75

Weaver-Detachable
Top MoOunt,$9.75

Weaver-Detachable Top “Mounts are the “_world「s
most used scope mount:.They are sturdy,depend-
able,and quickly detachable.、The rings can be in-
stalled on the scope without moving the scope eye-
piece, turret, or any parts, and the scope「s Imoisture
seals are not broken nor optical adjustments af-
fected.When clamped into position, mount,sCcope,
and riHe become o0ne solid, rigid Either Top
or Side Mounts are suitable with- Weaver-Scopes.
Usually,Detachable Top Mounts are preferred for
longer scopes, such as the 区8 and 区10.
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Made of metallic gray plastic, with transparent
windows that allow the scope to be used with
caps“ in position ihn emergency.、Durable and
snug httinhg.
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cl“a859.50

y吴皇 859.50

e一sn.不许根

Prices are FK. O. B KFactory at E1 Paso,Texas
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Write for full-color
catalog of the WoLrld「s
most used, most proveQd
S5Copes ahd ImMOunts
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